NABH QUALITY CONNECT
COMPETITIONS FIESTA 2023
LAST DAY OF SUBMISSION
MAY 31, 2023

THemes for Competition

01 Role of Quality in Health Emergencies
Prevention, Preparedness and Response

02 Digital Health
Innovations and Solutions to Improve Healthcare Service Delivery

03 AMR: No action today, no cure tomorrow

Poster Making Competition
Showcase PowerPoint presentations on various prospects of healthcare quality and patient safety or any one of the above themes:

Tips for creating an effective presentation:
Choose a theme related to healthcare quality and patient safety | Keep the presentation to 20 slides or less | Give proper references and credits for any stock images used | Submit the presentation only in .ppt format, as other formats will not be accepted.

Photo Story Competition
Tell a diverse and confident concept/story on any of the following themes through a series of photographs to take the viewers on a narrative journey that share a visual and technical coherence.

Steps to click a photo series:
Click many photos | Select the top 20 that fit your story's concept | Use PowerPoint with captions to reinforce the narrative | Limit the presentation to 20-25 slides | Credit any stock images used | Submit in .ppt format only

PowerPoint Presentation
Tell a diverse and confident concept/story on any of the following themes through a series of photographs to take the viewers on a narrative journey that share a visual and technical coherence.

Tips for creating an effective PowerPoint:
Make it clear and easy to understand for everyone | Avoid plagiarism and technical terms | Credit stock images appropriately | Use English language | Use 8.5 x 11 inch size | Submit in .pdf format only

Show Assured NABH merchandise for all the participants.
Top three winners in all categories win exciting gifts and NABH courses.
Submit your entries in the mentioned formats to neeta@nabh.co & cc ebinesh.antony@qcin.org with subject line "Submission for 2023 (NAME OF THE COMPETITION)"